A guide to homeworking

Welcome home
We’re here to help you create
the right space for your
home working, somewhere
comfortable, organised and
stimulating, where you can be
productive and effective.

At JPA we also want to help you
make this space as sustainable
as well, so all the products we
supply have long warranties,
are from ethical and sustainable
supply chains, and can all
be recycled.
We offer a full home installation,
assembly and set up service.
What’s more, when we deliver
your new furniture, we can
also collect your old furniture
for recycling or community
re-homing. Nothing goes
to waste.
We look forward to helping
you get working.
Graham Pulsford
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Remote

Working
Remote working from
home is now a viable
option for record numbers
of people, the last few
weeks having shown that
this is possible.
Whether it’s just a few
hours a week or a
full working week, it’s
important to create the
right environment to keep
yourself healthy, happy
and productive.
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Define

your space
If you don’t have a
dedicated office and are
working in an already
busy room, try and find
somewhere with a fixed,
flat surface which will
encourage better posture
– ideally a defined space
such as a small table, desk
or kitchen table with good
natural light.
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Creating your
work den

If you’re one of the lucky
few to have your own
dedicated office space at
home, choose furniture
that is practical for regular
and extended work –
i.e. fit for the task.
Your choices will enable
you to get your work
done comfortably
and productively.
Adding your own personal
touches will make you feel
happier, spark creativity
and boost productivity.
Making your own unique
Work Den can also be fun!
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Where & how
Make sure you have the
right equipment for your
working. Hunching over
laptops for weeks on
end can cause serious
posture issues, so
getting a keyboard and
mouse will be an instant
improvement, and for
this you will need a hard
working surface instead of
simply your lap.

Perching
We all love to work in
our own individual ways,
often perching as we go!
Prolonged PC activity
however needs a work
chair that properly
supports the body
and protects against
discomfort and fatigue
throughout the day.
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Ergonomics
As we’re all spending
longer on our PCs and
laptops we need to take
our posture seriously –
muscular skeletal issues
account for 40 per cent
of all sickness absence in
the workplace.
Your chair is one of your
most valuable pieces of
equipment and can deliver
the most benefit.
You don’t have to spend
a lot of money but spend
wisely as an adjustable
chair will nudge your
body into better postures,
encourage movement, and
improve focus and activity.

Screens

Whether you’re on laptops
or PCs there are huge
benefits of raising your
viewing position so the top
of the screen is horizontal
with your line of sight,
whether typing, browsing
or taking a video call. This
will help reduce the risk of
poor posture, neck, should
and eye strain.
We all know that
movement is key when
working with computers
so how about trying out
a desk raiser? Equally,
standing all day isn’t great
but a desk raiser allows
you to vary the way you
work and, can be packed
away when not needed.
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Technology
Take advantage of
technology – you need
your workspace to work
for you and there are
some great tools out
there to help you.
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Getting

organised

Prevent your office from
‘creeping’ and taking over
the house! Make sure you
can find things quickly with
some form of storage or
filing system.
Bookcases and magazine
racks are all great
alternatives in addition to
colourful filing cabinets,
and pin boards are great
visual reminders.
Storage brings
opportunities to bring
colour and personality
into your Den.

Versatile Multi drawers
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-

colourful & functional

Take Care
Wherever you are working
from home, it’s vital to
take care of muscles,
movement and overall
well-being.
Sedentary working is
incredibly damaging to
posture and overall
well-being so try to ensure
you keep moving at lest
every half an hour – even
if it’s just a few stretches
on your chair, getting up
to pat the dog or making
a cup of tea.
how many steps have you
done today?
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The importance
of plants

If you have a view of greenery
outside this can reduce stress,
increase productivity and make
us happy, so why not introduce
a couple of plants to your
working space as well?
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Stay

intouch

Remote workers run
the risk of isolation and
loneliness, so ensure you
keep in regular touch with
your colleagues via voice
or video calls – virtual
coffee breaks are a great
idea. Remember that
we are now setting new
norms for our working life
– a new and exciting
future beckons!
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Summary
Use a flat surface to work
on wherever possible
Invest in an ergonomic
chair to support your back
Don’t stretch, hunch or
over-reach
Make sure you have
enough light
Take regular breaks keep moving
Inject some green into
your workspace
Keep in contact with your
managers and peers.

For more details on
workstation set up go to
hse.gov.uk/pubns/ck1.pdf
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